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Teamgee T9’s Drift-Kart Beats Competition to the Finish Line in Style

Teamgee T9 brings new meaning to go-kart racing with its exciting new design: Tripod
Feature, Handbrake Handle System, and Comfortable Engineering Seat.

Shenzhen, China (PRWEB) August 10, 2016 -- The Teamgee T9 is Shenzhen Tianji Electronics Co. Ltd.’s
exceptional ability to sync all its years of experience in the electronics industry and a company’s passion in its
drive to provide an exciting, quality, durable, and winning Go-kart drifter for racing and just plain fun. The
Teamgee T9 was fashioned from the most innovative designer details, finest materials, and meticulous artisan
craftsmanship to meet the needs of customers who want to keep up with ever evolving Go-kart racing trends. Its
innovative tripod casters’ universal movable features increase the ability for maneuverability for an ecstatic
fun-all-the-way Go-kart racing or leisurely ride.

The Teamgee T9 is Shenzhen Tianji Electronics Co. Ltd.’s design for an exhilarating drift-kart ride and
originates from the principle of drift racing. You can literally go for spin with its stylish, futuristic tripod feature
consisting of rear universal movable wheels and a steady front wheel for improved control, stability, and safety.
Its hand brake system gives a fluency of control while its engineering seat ensures that riders of the Teamgee
T9 feel safe and comfortable whenever they go for a ride.

Sharing more information about their go-kart a spokesperson at Teamgee T9 stated, “We designed and
developed drift karts in the month of November 2015. However, we got our product tested by several users and
after going through their feedbacks and suggestions, we incorporated numerous changes in the Teemgee T9
drift kart. Our kart is excellent for enjoying go karting and also meets the requisite international standards..”

It must be noted that the Teamgee T9 drift kart comes with a highly stable tripod, caster’s universal movable
features, hand brake handle system, rear universal movable wheels, engineering seat as well as steady front
wheel that allows go karters to maximize their karting experience and also remain safe at the same time.

With the ability to carry riders that are 8 years and older or weigh as much as 75KG, and powered by a Lithium
battery that goes to full charge in just over 2 hours, the Teamgee T9 packs the power to keep the fun going for
about 15KM with speeds reaching up to 25KM/H under third speed gear on urban flat roads. Go-kart drifting
just got easier, safer and much more fun with the Teamgee T9. For more information regarding the drift kart:
https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/teamgee-t9-world-s-funniest-drifting-go-kart-p2#/

ABOUT SHENZHEN TIANJI ELECTRONICS
Tianji Electronics Co. Ltd. started to develop and produce drift karts in November 2015. With months of testing
and improving, the Teamgee T9 has complied with the most stringent international standards. The Teamgee T9
drift kart is guaranteed to give users an enjoyable experience and is set to redefine market standards.
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Contact Information
Henry Lin
Shenzhen Tianji Electronics Co. Ltd
http://https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/teamgee-t9-world-s-funniest-drifting-go-kart-p2/x/14236302#/
+86 755-25858009

Henry Lin
Shenzhen Tianji Electronics Co. Ltd
http://https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/teamgee-t9-world-s-funniest-drifting-go-kart-p2/x/14236302#/
+86 0755 25858009

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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